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Introduction 

On Thursday 19 March 2020, I received a request from Arts Council England to take 
part in an online meeting the next day as part of an External Reference Group which 
would be asked to comment on their draft proposals for supporting the arts sector in 
the face of the coronavirus (Covid-19) health crisis currently sweeping the world. I was 
a Council member between 2005 and 2013, and had written a blog post a few days 
earlier about what I thought ACE should do in the crisis.  

The message arrived late and I just replied to say that I was willing. Early next day, I 
posted a tweeted asking people to let me know if they had anything they wanted me 
to take into that meeting.  

 

There were a lot of suggestions, but I had barely time to read them before the 
meeting. Since that was convened online and involved about 20 people from ACE and 
the arts sector, there was in any case limited opportunity for me to raise issues or 
make suggestions. Afterward the meeting I wrote another blog post to keep people in 
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touch with what was happening while respecting the confidentiality of the discussion. 
In that I said I would forward to Arts Council England all the tweets I’d received.  

This document is my attempt to fulfil that promise. I’d no idea it would be so difficult 
to print out a series of tweets! I’ve tried to keep the threads (names in blue are 
responding to tweets that start above). There are also tweets from people reply to 
other people whose tweets don’t appear in my timeline. And I may well have missed 
some and repeated others in the process – especially if comments are added after I 
post this document. So if you want to be sure to see everything, you might want to go 
back to the original tweet and read from there. 

But I hope that it’s useful to be able to read this snapshot of voices from artists and 
arts organisations facing a devastating crisis in their working lives. Naturally, there’s a 
lot about their own urgent needs. It’s hard to comprehend what it means to suddenly 
have all your work and income vanish overnight, especially if you have a secure job. But 
there’s also a lot about the people that these artists work with, the needs of those who 
may even more vulnerable and wider questions of society. All those thoughts are 
important and they should be read and reflected on by the agencies – not only Arts 
Council England – who are responsible for the future of Britain’s cultural life.  

Nothing has been changed in these tweets but obvious typos (‘tje' for ‘the’ have been 
silently corrected. I also received emails and messages, but they aren’t included here 
because they weren’t public like the tweets. I will write to those who contacted me to 
ask for their permission to share their ideas, which were often valuable because they 
had more space. If I get there agreement, I will publish a second paper. 

Finally, if you have anything further that you’d like to share, please use the comments 
box below or email me directly through the contacts page. I’ll do my best to keep this 
conversation going – just one among thousands that are happening now – depending 
on the other pressures in my working and personal life. Thanks to everyone who 
responded to my call out. I was glad to go into that meeting feeling that I had listened 
to your voices beforehand.  

 

 

François Matarasso 

22 March 2020 

www.parliamentofdreams.com   
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François Matarasso @arestlessart 

I’ve been asked to join an online meeting with @ace_national later today to talk about 
its support for the sector during the #coronavirus crisis. I know some things but please 
let me know about difficulties you would like to see raised and especially your solutions 

 

 

Replies 

Stella Duffy @stellduffy 

1. need to remember those NOT online. as libraries close this is going to become 
even more important. currently way too much emphasis on shifting everything 
online - (yet again) not offering access/support/creative possibility to those with 
the least. 

Susan Dr Jones @SusanJonesArts 
2. My 4 point hopeful proposal, needless to say + lobby harder than hard to extend 

govt financial support to #selfemployed as #Iceland, Germany, Netherlands, 
Denmark etc already doing Smiling face with smiling eyes 

Jenna Omeltschenko @JenChenko 
3. seconded. so much of our in depth audience development work over the last few 

years has been with people who aren’t/can’t digitally engage. no useful solutions 
to this yet but definitely something we need to factor in... remaining engaged with 
the non-digital in a new digital era 

Stella Duffy 
4. we're sharing these - trying to add a couple every day and keeping the ideas about 

3/4 non-digital. lots of lovely suggestions re local connections & more starting to 
be sent in. https://funpalaces.co.uk/news/tiny-revolutions-of-connection/  

Lara Laurence Taylor @LaraLaurence 
5. Yes. 

Jenni Waugh @jenniwaugh 
6. Very much this. Libraries, museums, arts and community venues. All provide 

facilities we can't all get at home: practical, digital, social, spiritual and safe. 
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jon adams @soundcube 
7. How many #neurodivergent artists can’t use the phone & struggle without their 

access to work person to use Internet especially Autistic people & those with 
mental health issues such as PTSD or both! - some people staying at home are 
separated (like me) from their support now Weary face 

Chris Murphy @cmurphyarts 
8. Not to mention our creativity and imagination should be bigger than the size of a 

screen. What is good for the digitally excluded is good for all of us 

Arti Prashar @artiprashar 

9. 1. near future: That a planned project may not happen, but freelance artists , 
creative teams are still paid to help keep in check their mental well-being.  

10. 2. To understand that it is not appropriate for all projects to be virtual/ online. That 
it might be July onwards when new plans can start to be actioned 
#nationalhealthcrisis 

Lara Laurence Taylor @LaraLaurence 
11. Yes. Totally agree, not everything needs to go digital! 

Hannah Stone @Hannahlucystone 
12. Second this! 

Sophie Fox @soph_fox 
13. You have my vote. Definitely. 

Flo O'Mahony  @FloOMahony  

14. How is project grant funding being treated for projects that are funded, confirmed 
and contracted, but will not be viable to postpone to autumn (outdoor show)? 
Where there are Co-partnerships in place between artists and commissioning orgs, 
who should decide how the £ is split? 

15. Will ACE honour payments even if none of the project is viable for delivery (but 
cancelling and not releasing funds will fold the company)? 

Rachel @Rae_Griffiths 

16. Can you also thank them because they are listening and want to help. Clapping 
hands sign  
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WORD! @WORDLesta 

17. We're delivering our next event as an online film-screening, using the budget we 
had in place for the live event, 2 adapt it - http://bit.ly/3a57bQ9 - & pairing with a 
social media campaign around poetry & hand-washing linked to our @LPTarts 
work. Will message with more – thanx 
https://www.wordpoetry.co.uk/DDT_ShowEntry_simple1?GalleryName=Events&E
ntryID=1054  

Chris Rolls @chrisianrolls 

18. All funds to be refocused on keeping artists, staff and companies alive for the next 
12 months. Not just half measures or 'take things online'. Survival. 

Performance Ensemble @OlderEnsemble 

19. Agree with the notion that not everything can be done online - older people prefer 
the phone. Invest in local radio, offer FM licences to community radio etc 

Lara Laurence Taylor@LaraLaurence 
20. Radio and FM licenses to those already set up is a wicked idea 

Dr Rob Watson @decenteredmedia 
21. I put some thoughts in a blog the other day: https://decentered.co.uk/community-

media-needs-support-to-bring-communities-together/  

Dr. Caroline Mitchell @carolinereith 
22. this is interesting! 

Dr Gloria Khamkar @aglorious 
23. Difficulty: local community radio stations will struggle to get radio adverts as the 

local businesses are hit by the virus. Solution: to invest in those CR stations, so that 
they can continue to promote those local businesses in this difficult time. We need 
to help each other. 

Dr Rob Watson @decenteredmedia 
24. In the long-term, yes, but the problem is this takes time to bring this about. I think 

we need an immediate grant given to all community radio stations that will see 
them through the coming months to expand and secure their services 

Dr Gloria Khamkar @aglorious 
25. Agree, an immediate grant is needed, for sustainability and existence. 

Dr Rob Watson @decenteredmedia 
26. Coordination is also going to be essential, maybe start in local areas first and then 

look for national support 
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Solen Fluzin @Solenfluzin 

27. 1. organisational development & R&D funding 2. negotiate open-access to training 
resources in project-management certifications, sustainable project economy & 
other skills. 3. push for a moratorium on rent, mortgage and utility payments to 
abate financial strain on the sector 

Susanna Howard @howardsusanna 

28. 1. To support a breath to enable us to respond to real need with depth & authentic 
community co-working, creating & connecting. 2. To reassure us that this need not 
be a rushed response. That there is room for all. I believe this will help mental 
health of sector. @LivingWordsUK 

Old Reading Room @OldReadingRoom 

29. Additional set up costs for remote working, & need to ensure skills develop fast so 
we can carry on engaging the most vulnerable in creativity 

Arti Prashar @artiprashar 

30. Also there will be post viral fatigue, not totally well again maybe for months for 
some ppl as a percentage of arts sector will get COVID19 

Dana Kohava Segal @danaksegal 

31. Please support the outdoor arts sector to continue developing small-scale street & 
public facing initiatives that are in line with social distancing measures, but enable 
us to provide some joy to those who are stuck in home to enjoy art out of their 
windows, not just online 

social distancing art festival @arrivalroom 
32. We do so! Please check: 

social distancing art festival 
33. #opencall- we are looking for works from all over the world. artists who are 

currently working topics of "social distancing art". For our online exhibition curated 
in Germany please send us your works to : arrivalroom@gmail.com tag us here: 
#ArrivalRoom 

Take A Part @TakeAPart 

34. Allowing artists and freelancers the promised commission time and funds to 
support quickly and authentically the need to engage and reach out to audiences 
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of communities underserved in do many ways. To do things needed now. Help 
NPOs to not postpone but invest. Now. 

Andrea Phillips @AndreaP25097329 

35. Great responses in thread. Now is the time to completely rethink concepts and 
practices of inequality baked into UK state and private funding. No more ‘new.’ 
Every large arts org reformulated into community arts centre with provision for 
social housing and free education. 

Dr Penny Hay @PenAHay 

36. Making the case for emergency support esp for arts based charities, micro 
organisations and self-employed + more vulnerable artists, but also med/longer 
term planning and strategic ongoing support. I’m also on the @WhatNextCulture 
chairs online meeting at 12 to discuss the same. 

Lara Laurence Taylor @LaraLaurence 

37. 1/2 I’m interested to see if we can establish 1 website to centralise the great 
response work. 1 page for the newly digitalised workshops, 1 pg for links to any 
shows now available to watch online, 1 pg for all the activity packs being sent out 
to participants, 1 pg for new funds 

38. 2/2 1 pg for new creative projects to contribute to etc. Would be helpful to 
pool/share the new resources being developed. Wouldn’t all need to be uploaded, 
just links. I’d love to be able to point ppl to tutorials so we can learn new skills, a 
bank of creative activities & info 

Rebecca Lee @RebeccaJLee 

39. I agree with others who are talking about fixation with online resources. There’s 
been a huge rush to put work out on line and deliver or share work there. With 
some quite loud voices taking up space. I’m not keen to jump on this - but if I don’t, 
will I get left behind? 

Marcus Romer @MarcusRomer 

40. It’s the ecology outside the ace funded core sector - lx designers, designers, 
directors, stage managers, actors all freelance who have had work cut as theatres 
and companies close. If NPOs pull up the drawbridge there is no support for their 
freelance workforce - and no money 
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Laura Frances Martin @LauraFrancesMar 

41. Thank you- as an arts freelancer working in Cornwall I've seen my whole year's 
work ahead collapse in 2 days. Facing zero income for the foreseeable. How will 
ACE help people like me who rely almost totally on grant funding for projects? 
thank you for taking our Qs to them x 

Felicity Paterson @felicitysmp 

42. 1. Emergency grants to project funded orgs, not just NPOs 2. Changing any 
remaining funds from cancelled events / festivals into a pot for freelancers / orgs 
impacted 

Jenny Hughes @jennyhughes99 

43. I know it’s not the first priority, but many @UoMDrama students, esp those about 
to graduate, are v worried about their futures in the industry. Decisions made now 
can have long term impact on sustainability ... Let’s think about now, with an 
attentiveness to the future? 

44. What this might look like in practice - 1) supporting platforms where 
new/emerging artists can learn from others 2) sharing resources as a sector - inc 
space, attention, time - along the lines of commons models 3) safeguarding, if we 
can, schemes for developing artists ... 

45. So glad that you are being involved in this discussion @arestlessart 

Sarah Fox @SarahL_Fox 
46. Yes, there's something here about offering support to grads and new freelancers 

who may not have the contacts/no future opps. Online or via phone 
coaching/mentoring/face finding conversations + training? How can we make 
those connections + offer our support? 

Rebecca Manson Jones @JustRMJ 

47. Fixation on online resources. We work a lot with older people who are isolated and 
for many the cyberspace isn’t an option. 

Jemma Channing @JemChanOT 

48. Support with transitioning our skills to a digital landscape. 

Museums DCN @museumDCN 
49. We are working on this Jemma with our DCN/EMBED partnership as we have 

digital inclusion skills to share. Do get in touch via info@musedcn.org.uk With Best 
Wishes Becki 
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Jemma Channing 
50. Amazing! Will do. Am looking forward to delivering digital content despite being a 

bit 'old school' so this will be great x 

Andrea Phillips @AndreaP25097329 
51. Great responses in thread. Now is the time to completely rethink concepts and 

practices of inequality baked into UK state and private funding. No more ‘new.’ 
Every large arts org reformulated into community arts centre with provision for 
social housing and free education. 

Kasia Molga @olygamy 

52. seconding absolutely everything which was said and a) make it illigal to ask 
artists/creatives to show / share / make content for free for any org/institutions b) 
make it illigal to pay so little that there is never any chance to save little money to 
survive times like this 1/2 

53. c) make it absolutely illigal for institutions to take longer than 30 days to pay, in 
fact as most of us leave hand to mouth - can the standard be 10 working days two 
weeks). 

54. Christ I just spotted my dislexic spelling mistakes. *live not leave... But you guys get 
my gist. And dislexia :) 

Old Reading Room @OldReadingRoom 

55. Additional set up costs for remote working, & need to ensure skills develop fast so 
we can carry on engaging the most vulnerable in creativity 

Robyn Winfield-Smith @RobynWinSmith 

56. Need organisational development & R&D funding now through NLPG as a way of 
sustaining artists & small companies until non-virtual public engagement is easier 
to achieve. This will enable the sector’s workforce to survive now, in readiness for 
engaging people accessibly in future. 

Liz Clarke @LizGClarke 

57. #UniversalBasicIncomeNOW for artists PLEASE!!!! And massive thank you for 
representing 

Back to Ours @BTOHull 

58. We’ve moved our Bransholme Chat Shop - The Living Room - to a phone service to 
support the most vulnerable in our neighbourhoods, and we’re programming live 
online entertainment to reach people #rightonyoursofa Dizzy symbol 
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Peter Wynne-Willson @pwynnewillson 

59. Everyone is rightly focusing on the plight of freelance artists and the very small 
scale. ACE resources will struggle to meet the needs of all of these, so as well 
please can they lobby really hard for citizen wage and/or other direct emergency 
support for arts self-employed 

Becky Swain @Becky_Swain 

60. Emergency support for freelance artists, arts charities and vulnerable artists 
including refugee artists too. A plea that the 120m Festival of Britain is redirected 
to support our arts and culture with a plan over the coming year as survival is going 
to be so difficult for many 

Jagdish Patel @jagdish__patel 

61. Everyone I know has had workshops commissioned by NPO cancelled but no 
compensation for the freelancers being announced 

Nadia Iftkhar @Nadia982 
62. Had a chat with ACE about this and they want to know who. Let your friends know 

to tell ACE 

Anita Bhalla  @AnitaBhalla 

63. Sector has been under strain from reduced funding locally. Since then we have 
come up with creative ways of making the sector resilient. Covid-19 closures likely 
to mean job, skills, audience losses, some may not survive. We need short term 
and long term strategies with cash 

Angel Exit Theatre @angelexit 

64. We are just about to book a tour it would have been Autumn 2020 and throughout 
2021. Having spoken to producers they are now saying that 2021 will be a very 
busy year with all the rescheduling so it might not work (for some venues) until 
2022. So just to say that even those... 

A Year In Beadnell @ayearinbeadnell 

65. All work has been cancelled. Not sure what to do. I know Soc of Authors has an 
emergency fund but I can imagine that won’t last long. We need the Labour govt 
that lots of people rejected. Now more than ever we need for the many not that 
few policies. 
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Marcus Romer  @MarcusRomer 

66. Dutch government offers financial help to companies hindered by coronavirus: The 
Dutch government offers financial help to companies, including freelancers, 
hindered by coronavirus. A new scheme has been unveiled to pay companies 
whose employees are out of work.  

Tamsin Cox @TamsinECox 

67. ACE probably is already, but we must advocate alongside others for a gov approach 
which supports all incomes. I admire all mitigation which is going on from 
orgs/individuals, but this period of inactivity will outstrip those resources, and goes 
to every part of the economy. 

3 

Natalie Raybould @NatRaybould 

68. Lobbying for a basic universal income. Many industries around me both artistic and 
not are already desparate. 

Silvie Fisch @SilvieFisch 

69. Equipment & Skills fund for individual artists to enable remote working 

Dr Jenna C. Ashton @heritagemcr 

70. This is always a challenge, but some artists (mostly white, middle class & well 
networked) will be in a stronger position to go for “emerging opportunities” (e.g. 
those appearing online). I’m already seeing this happen, and this will deepen 
inequality. 

Hackney Showroom @HackneyShowroom 

71. (1) Allow us to submit final reports & payment requests on project grants that can't 
now be completed (2) let us know you will award project grants as normal for work 
that is scheduled for summer, even though it may get postponed to 
autumn/winter. 

Dina Ntziora @dinantziora 

72. What will happen with community centres and local art groups? Will they be some 
support coming their way (hardly any of those are ACE funded) or this would be a 
matter of local authorities to support? Thank you very much 
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Mark Adamson @adamsonmark 

73. Francois - some extremely good points here, esp. those focused correctly on 
immediate shorter-term survival support. My small suggestion is, as far as possible, 
for ACE not to forget post-peak virus crisis where logically one hopes/assumes that 
further econ dev investment 1/2 

74. will flow from the Govt and this is where ACE can position itself and co-ordinating 
with others to support the sector moving from the immediate short term back to 
the medium term. That said, short term immediate interventions are obvs priority 
at the moment. Good luck. 

Ben Spiller @MxBenSpiller 

75. Thanks, François. A question about theatre companies on halted ACE-funded tours 
- how do we get income to replace loss of actual and projected ticket sales, as well 
as guarantees if venues can't pay, to ensure artists and other freelancers are paid 
for cancelled work? 

Stirchleytwf @stirchleytwf 

76. A scheme for neighbours who can collect shopping and prescriptions for those who 
can't get out. Getting together each road to put in a joint food order so e.g. Ocado 
or Sainsbury's delivery one order to one street instead of lots of deliveries over the 
week. 

Kieran Spiers2@_KieranSpiers_ 

77. My project grant activity is now changed, I.e, postponed or cancelled, how does 
that affect the grant? 

78. Instead of going to the venue to rehearse now, looking for alternative digital ways. 
What will happen to the grant, is, there lax? 

Rebecca Manson Jones @JustRMJ 

79. That’s @spare_tyre also we tour into places that will be closed to us. We are 
rethinking everything. 

Restoration Trust  @RestoTrust 

80. Engaging with people who have serious mental health and other challenges, we 
need help with rapid move to digital, and funds to support it now. Rapid is key: 
benefits are increased confidence that life is worth living, risks are deepening 
feelings of loneliness and loss. 
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Jonathan Meth @jonathanmeth 

81. 1. All current project funds channeled towards keeping artists from going under. 2. 
Festival of Brexit re-focused towards reboot post crisis. 3. Help with fairer risk 
management by allowing eg insurance companies, where relevant, to share some 
of the blow. 

SIT Select @SITselect 

82. I would like to know if Project Grant applications are still being processed and can 
we still submit a Project Grant app many thanks 

ellen christiansen @ellensculptor 

83. Give us £10000 like the small business grant 

Titania Krimpas @TitaniaKrimpas 

84. New projects that won't go ahead for smaller companies without ACE support - 
tours already booked. 

Createevaluate @createevaluate 

85. Hi Francis! I’m ok but schools are cancelling rather than postponing arts 
workshops: can the govt give guidelines? Sue Ch 

The Other Way Works @otherwayworks 

86. Thanks. 1. Ask ACE to lobby for SSP etc for self employed. 2. Project Grants- FAQs 
not in the spirit of initial announcement- postponing the work is not the same as 
both honouring existing freelance contracts & being able to deliver outcomes. This 
needs extra money 

Peter J Evans @EvansPeterJ 

87. Support for self employed artists/creatives directly. One of the issues from an 
artists POV with the current system is that to gain long term practice you are 
constantly working with different orgs, projects, grants. Each time different 
dynamics, hoops to jump the through 1/2 

88. How about investigating long term support grants? Or as has been suggested on 
this thread some sort of universal payment system. I was recently on a big project 
where I was told effort into it had to be a two way thing - the organisation stating 
this 2/3 
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89. Had had over £300k for the project, my payment for it was £2k...over two years. 
The imbalance should be addressed as part of these discussions because it often 
feels as though as an artist it’s hard to get paid, and we are the actual CONTENT! 
3/3 

Rebecca Lee @RebeccaJLee 

90. I agree with others who are talking about fixation with online resources. There’s 
been a huge rush to put work out on line and deliver or share work there. With 
some quite loud voices taking up space. I’m not keen to jump on this - but if I don’t, 
will I get left behind? 

Kay Michael @kaysara88 

91. I keep thinking about those *without* ACE funding - those who may forever be 
‘pending’, ‘awaiting decision’ and recently decided against for funding... 

Mike @yorkshireball 

92. What happens to graduates? Internships? Opportunities? Lots of uncertainty if the 
whole sector is going to face huge closures, and lots of graduates will be wanting 
jobs. Do they put more money into enterprise funds or organisations ...? 

93. ... and if they decide to give more money to organisations, can they put stricter 
rules of some sort into making sure that money is for employing people, rather 
than CEOs and Directors getting wage increases in the winter. 

Take A Part @TakeAPart 

94. Allowing artists and freelancers the promised commission time and funds to 
support quickly and authentically the need to engage and reach out to audiences 
of communities underserved in do many ways. To do things needed now. Help 
NPOs to not postpone but invest. Now. 

Speech Bubbles @londonbubble_ed 

95. Please keep the role of smaller mixed funding orgs in the picture. Many of us not 
NPOs could fall through the cracks of support. Admire leadership  

Peter Wynne-Willson @pwynnewillson 

96. Can they please honour existing G4E grants fully in spite of the collapse of projects, 
so that fees can still be paid, and do it in a way that limits bureaucracy and delay. 
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Amy Garner Buchanan @amy_jgb 

97. Is there a way to make sure some of the money given to big theatres gets to their 
staff on zero hour contracts 

Teige Maddison @TeigerrThePoet 

98. Support for those who have just made the transition to freelance art work and 
can't necessarily prove lost earnings as have only one gig booked for May. Help!!!!! 

Newhampton Arts Centre @Newhampton 

99. 1/3 Trevelyan Wright CEO tweeting: Lobby for arts organisations and charities to 
be eligible for all support being offered to the 'leisure, tourism and hospitality' 
sector. 

100. 2/3 Financial support (not loans!) to enable us to lower or eliminate completely the 
rent that we charge to artists and creative organisations we are a landlord for (over 
30 here onsite in #wolverhampton). 

101. 3/3 Engage lawyers to provide detailed advice to enable organisations to claim on 
their insurance policies and to vary long-term contracts with larger commercial 
companies temporarily (eg waste collection, cleaning) 

102. 4/3 A commitment to future project grants that artists can apply for now, be paid 
at least an initial fee for now, and to be delivered 'within a reasonable time-frame 
once circumstances' allow. 

Susan Burns @hebdenblog 

103. The inherent unfairness of our funding systems will stretch goodwill & create stress 
& conflict. Cashflow issues & lack of predicted earnings will put companies & 
freelance artists and suppliers under a lot of pressure. 

Arti Prashar 

104. Also there will be post viral fatigue, not totally well again maybe for months for 
some ppl as a percentage of arts sector will get COVID19 

Ben Messih @benmessih 

105. Will they defund NPOs that refuse to pay contracted freelancers and zero-hour  
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Matt Eaton @AskMattEaton 

106. Adding my voice to others concerned about participants with little online access. 
How to include them whilst maintaining responsible social distancing.There will be 
many brilliant thoughts no doubt, worthy of ACE support. 

Melissa Kate Maynard @mkatemaynard 

107. Just heard about a travelling theatre company who’ve had to cancel their tour, 
they’ve spent around £40k in production costs already with no way to 
recoup/cover this except by personal loans and remortgaging. How are these 
companies able to get financial support? 

Kerren Garner  @KerrenGarner 

108. Support for self employed creatives & crew needed who don't currently have 
access to ACE funding. I work mostly in theatre that has been self funded or relies 
totally on ticket sales. All of this work will collapse & the self employed & small 
theatre cos will go under without 

AirSpace Gallery @AirSpaceGallery 

109. thinking support for studio providers and help for artists to retain their studios 

Jenny Graham – Artist @jennygraham2011 

110. Since the onset of the Coronavirus I have had 4 exhibitions this coming April either 
cancelled or postponed. Also the weekly class that I teach has been cancelled plus 
2 further workshops. I will therefore have no money coming in for the foreseeable 
future. 

Rebecca Denniff @rebeccadenniff 

111. We need grants to deepen our practice and explore sustainability 

Ruth Churchill Dower, Earlyarts @earlyartsuk 

112. Connective web platform / TV channel to bring the 100s of freelance arts trainers 
to parents of very young children who will be largely reliant on commercial early 
years provision. With support for freelancers on the digital. Something similar to 
@UKScreenSkills ITF courses. 
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Claire Turner @ClaireTTweets 

113. Provide funds to assist organisations to think creatively and adapt to survive over 
the coming months. Provide support in using technologies to continue functioning. 
Get us support other than £94 a week when we have had work cancelled. How do 
we reach people without the internet? 

chris stephens @cbstephens64 

114. Would you remind them that while closure is a terrible blow to subsidised 
organisations, it is a killer to those who rely 100% on earned income. 

Dan Fox @SoundInterventn 

115. Will ACE funding decisions on current project applications be altered due to CV? 
I’m a named artist on a proposal due to be decided upon by April but he event has 
been postponed for a year. 

Lore Lixenberg @lorelixenberg 

116. I phoned the council tax to ask if I could delay paying. Like many people I have no 
income now. They said no. Some kind of help negotiating with those authotities? 

Martin Cox @worldshed 

117. When I saw this 2 days ago I couldn’t reply for a number of reasons. Like many, we 
were watching our lives crash around us while trying to look after our baby. A 
meeting such as this should have included equity MU and reps from other unions. 
@arestlessart who was @ this meeting? 

Dr Stephen Pritchard @etiennelefleur 
118. It's absolutely essential that full minutes of this meeting a published, including a list 

of attendees... 

François Matarasso @arestlessart 
119. I can’t answer this because we were asked not to talk about it until after 

@ace_national announces its plans, which seems reasonable and fair to everyone. 
It’s for them to manage their response to the crisis. 

Martin Cox @worldshed 
120. exceptional times, so its fair to respect this for a few days. But let’s face it, 

transparency has been an issue for a long time. The only way to influence change is 
to be part of the decision making - To be in the room. Artists need to know who is 
representing them and how. 

 


